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Relating diameter and mean curvature for submanifolds
of Euclidean space

Peter Topping

Abstract. Given a closed m -dimensional manifold M immersed inK", we estimate its diameter d
in terms of its mean curvature H by
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1. Introduction

Given a closed connected surface M2 immersed in K3, there are a number of geometric
inequalities relating fundamental quantities such as diameter, area, curvature and

(when defined) enclosed volume. One particularly useful example is an inequality of
Leon Simon which relates the extrinsic diameter1 dext := max^.,^^ gja. |l:r — yjjp
to the area A and mean curvature II (here the average rather titan the sum of the

principle curvatures) by

where n is the measure on M induced by the ambient space. See [4] for the original
proof and applications, [6] for the perturbed proof with the constant j (presumably
optimal up to a factor of two, by consideration of a long cylinder with capped ends)
and [1] for another paper which uses the result.

(1.1)

1
we will adopt the convention that a point ,ï vit is sent to a point x R® by the immersion.
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It is hard to look at this estimate for long without speculating that it is, in fact, a

special case of a stronger simpler estimate, and in [6] we conjectured that

to which one could apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to deduce (1.1) with the

(conjectured) optimal constant.
In this paper, we prove (1.2) with the constant j weakened to but with the

estimate strengthened by replacing the extrinsic diameter c/ext with the intrinsic
diameter dmX '= ma\,. v: dist i.o.v. y). We also generalise it to any dimension, and

codimension.
We remark that in the case that M is a surface of constant mean curvature II

immersed in R3, we established in [5] that

which is twice as strong as (1.2). Equality is then achieved when M is a sphere.
The methods required for that are entirely different, relying on special properties
of Jacobian determinants. We also point out that if one is willing to weaken the

inequality (1.2) by replacing \ II\ by the norm of the second fundamental form (and

adjusting the constant j) then one can proceed directly by a slicing argument ([4]).
In order to work in any codimension in the following theorem, we will work now

with the mean curvature vector H. Our normalisation is that for the unit sphere in
R®, the vector H should be the inward unit vector.

Theorem 1.1. For n > m > 1, suppose that M is an in-dimensional closed (compact,

no boundary) connected manifold smoothly immersed in R"t Then its intrinsic
diameter dmX and its mean curvature H are related by

We can take C(2)

Aside from the works already cited, the closest precedent for this theorem is our
work on diameter estimates for intrinsic manifolds evolving under Ricci flow [7].
In the present paper a core tool will be the Michael-Simon Sobolev inequality
Lemma 2.1, originally from [2]; in the Ricci flow setting we used the direct
analogue of Michael and Simon's result, which is the Ricci flow log-Sobolev inequality
implied by the monotonicity of Perelman's TV-en(ropy (see [3], [8]).

At the core of the proof of (1.1) was the following assertion that one cannot
simultaneously have small area and small curvature in a ball within tire surface.

t/ext < i \H\ dp,
x JM

(1.2)

'l,w

(1.3)
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Given x g M2, we denote the subset of M immersed inside the open extrinsic ball
in ffi3 centred at x of radius r > 0 by Bext(x, r), and its area by Aext(v, r). Then for
all r > 0, we have

AextCr.r) if «
71 < 5 'r - \H\ dfJL, (1.4)

' 4

This type of estimate is from [4], and with these constants (which are each sharp)

from[6]. By applying it for fixed, carefully chosen r > 0, and various centres x G M,
one can derive (1.1).

At the core of the present paper is a refined version of (1.4), which can be
considered a companion to Theorem 4.2 in [7]. Given x g M"1, we denote the intrinsic
open ball in M centred at x and of (intrinsic) radius r > 0 by /fx. r i. and its volume

by V(x, r). By analogy with [7], when m > 2 we dehne, for R > 0, the maximal
function

_
1

_ m—2 fM(x. R) : sup r m~1 [V(x, r )] '»-1 / \H\Mfi,
rQ.ii. A*I Jli A.I

and measure collapsedness by

V(x,r)
k(x, R) := ini

re(0,R] rm

Lemma 1.2. Forn > m > 2, suppose that M is an m-dimensional manifold smoothly
immersed in M", which is complete with respect to the induced metric. Then there
exists a constant S » 0 dependent only on m such thatfor any x. g M and R >• 0, at
least one of the following is true:

(i) M(x, R) > 5;

(ii) k(x, R) > 5.

In the case ofsurfaces (in 2) in K", we can set <$ §•

It is worth extracting the main content of this lemma in the case that At is a closed
surface.

Corollary 1.3. Suppose that M2 is a closed surface immersed in M", and x g M.
Then if 7i

sup- / // ilp (1.5)
r>0 r JB(x,r) 8

Note that for any M, the quantity we are maximizing on the left-hand side of (1.5)
is made arbitrarily small by sending r > 0 to either zero or infinity, but the corollary
says that there is always some intermediate r > 0 where it has a good positive lower
bound.
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2. Estimates relating curvature and volume

In this section we prove Lemma 1.2. The main input to the proof will be the Michael-
Simon Sobolev inequality:

Lemma 2.1. In the setting of Lemma 1.2, there exists a constant a > 0 dependent
only on m such that iff g Wl>l(M) then

< \\Vf\\Ll+m.\\fH\\Lu

In the case that m 2, we may take a (2) s/ln.

For the original proof, see [2], As for the m 2 case, we give a proof with the

explicit a (2) in the appendix, based on ideas of Leon Simon as we describe there.

Armed with Lemma 2.1, we can prove Lemma 1.2.

Proof. Suppose, with a 8 > 0 to be chosen later, that M{x, R) < 8. Then for all

r g (0, R],
C 1 m—2
I \H\ dp < Sr'"-11 V ,v. /• i I - •. (2.1)

JB(x,r)

Note that for fixed xf V(r) := V(x,r) is a locally Lipschitz function of r > 0.

Indeed, one could locally give an upper bound for the Lipschitz constant in terms of
a local lower bound for the Ricci curvature. In particular, V(r) is differentiable for
almost all r > 0. For such r g (0, R], and any p > 0, dehne a Lipschitz cut-off
function / on X by

f(y)
1, ,v ILx.ru
1 - ^ uiist.i;(,v. V) - r), y G /h.v. r + p)\B(x, r),,

0, y f B(x,r + p).

If we now apply the Michael-Simon estimate from Lemma 2.1, we find that

oV(r)'-^ < a||/||iÄ < l(V(r + p) ~ V(r)) + rn\\H\\LHB{x^ß)),
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and letting p. l 0, we deduce that

>t 1 d V
oV »< < —+m\\H\\t

By (2.1) this gives

rf U 1 m—2 /»—1

+ m8r '«-1 V '»-1 — ctV ** >0. (2.2)
dr

Let us now assume that <5 > 0 is sufficiently small that S < a>,„, where a>m is the

volume of the unit ball in Pi'", and dehne a function vir := Srm. Computing

d V 1 'n 2 in 2m—3 m—1 _ <

— + mSr '»-1 V'"-1 — crv »> (mS + mS '"-1 —08 >» )r "
dr

we see that by choosing h > 0 sufficiently small, depending only on rn, we will have

(because m > 2)
dl) 1 m 2 in I

— +rn8r"^V'"-1 — crv m <0. (2.3)
dr

Note that if m 2, because a (2) ^/27^, we are free to choose S \ in order
to satisfy (2.3) and the previous constraint <5 < <x>% n. Given (2.2) and (2.3) and
the fact that V(r)/rm -* a>m as r I 0, while v(r)/rm 8 < com, we deduce that

V(r) p- v(r for all r e (0, R] and hence

V (x, r
MX. R) inf — > 8,

re(0,ß] r"!

as desired.

3. Diameter control

We now wish to combine Lemma 1.2 with a covering argument, along the lines of [7],
in order to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof. We may assume that m > 2 since the case m 1 is trivially hue with
C(l) §, Choose R > 0 sufficiently large so that the total volume of the manifold
is less than <5 Rm, where <5 is given by Lemma 1.2. In particular, for all s e M we must
have k(z, R) < < <5, so by Lemma 1.2, we can be sure that M(z, R) > <5.

Unravelling the definition of the maximal function, and applying the Holder inequality,
we see that there exists r r(z) such that

_ 1

_ m—2 f8<r >"-lV(z,r) >»—1 / \H\dfx
hi

_j_ (3.1)

< r~"h\ [ \H\m~l d/j)'"~\
\JB(z,r)
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and hence

r(z) < <51-'" f \H\m~ldß. (3.2)
JS(v»r(çi]

Now let x, y e M be any two extremal points, by which we mean that dmX

disUjC.r, y), and let E c M be any shortest geodesic connecting x and v. The set

of balls B(z,r(z)) with j e Sis clearly a covering of E. by a minor perturbation of
the covering argument in [7, Lemma 5.2], we know that for any k e (0, -' we can
ûnd a sequence of points {z, } c S such that the balls {B(zt, r(zi))} are disjoint and

cover at least a fraction k of the whole of S :

Bdint < y^2r(zi).

Combining with (3.2), we may then estimate

dmt < Y E r(©.> ^ E I l»rldB
(3.3)

< -S1'"1 [ \H\m-1- A. JM

Since we may take k as close as we like to y, we arrive at the desired estimate

dint <4S1~m f \H\m-1dfi. (3.4)
JM

Note that in the case m 2, we can then give the coefficient 4<51~"i explicitly as —

since <5 f- by Lemma 1.2.

4. Appendix

It is a well-known fact, due to but not published by Leon Simon, that the isoperimetric
inequality holds on a minimal surface in Euclidean space, with a constant optimal up
to a factor of 2. (In conventional notation, this says thai 2it A < L2.) It is perhaps
less well appreciated that his same proof gives an almost-optimal Sobolev inequality
on an arbitrary complete immersed surface, as claimed in Lemma 2.1, and we sketch
the proof in this appendix.

First, note that by replacing / by \f\, we may assume that / > 0, and by
approximation, we may assume that / is smooth with compact support.

The argument relies on two applications of the first variation formula

/ div._w cp » _2 f H,
Jm JM

(4.1)
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where is a vector field in M" defined on the surface. (We have adopted the conventions

of [6].) One may compute that

x 2[xJ"i"
<"VJ<7F Tr; (4'2)

d"-«n n + TW-r? <43>
|x| [x] I*/ |x|

where x1 is the projection of the vector x onto the normal space at the point x.
Consequently, by applying (4.1) first v

maps over the origin 0 e R", we have

Consequently, by applying (4.1) first with 4>(.r /(x)-^, if the immersion of M
\x I

-271/(0) -if diys(f*)=f j'y/. 'V, • 2/
Jm W Jm v \x\zJ Jm \ W

/' /|V/
JM V I-«3

|x I4

and thus

2ji/co! < //vz!w + 2/«i"iw; (44)

Moreover, by applying (4.1) with # f(y)A, we have

-if f^-.H=f diVM(fJL\=f /diVy
Jm IjI Jm \ \$v JmV \y\ \y\

and thus by (4.3) (with x replaced by y) we hnd that

f d}' < f (IV/1 + 2f\H\), (4.5)
JM IJI JM

Returning to (4.4) with the origin translated to an arbitrary point y g M" on the

surface, then multiplying by fix) and integrating, we have

f(y)dy
Jm Jm Um V I* - y] w-y\

f IV/ |(x) + 2/ (x) IHI (x)j f 'Vl ,/yV/x.
JM \Jm\x- fl /

(4.6)

This we can simplify using (4.5), this time with the origin translated to the point x,
to give

/J.M
Inf1(y) dy

< f t V./T.vi • 2,/Tv» // 1 v I I IV/] (y) + If (y) \ H \ (y))dy\ dx (4.7)
JM \JM /

f
Jtâ

2

IV/ Î + 2f\H\
IA.

which completes the proof.
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